Providing the best Architecture, Design and Technical staff
to suit your business needs in the UK and overseas.

sketchrecruitment.com
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Overview
Sketch Recruitment is a London based agency
specialising in Architecture and Design recruitment.
It was established in 2014 and is run by two very experienced
recruiters in the field of Architecture & Design. Together they have
over 25 years of combined experience in these sectors. Clients range
from smaller specialist practices through to large multi-disciplinary
international companies, developers and contractors.
Our networks are routed in the UK, the Middle East and Asia. Although
we have also filled crucial roles in Europe, Russia and USA.
We pride ourselves on the depth and range of candidates we have
on our database and our ability to source the right talent to meet
your needs. Forging a relationship with each and every one of our
clients enables us to offer the best suited candidates for each vacancy
requirement.
Equally for candidates we aim to provide a first class service to
help develop careers with access to a range of UK and international
opportunities.
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Our focus is placed upon developing client and
candidate relationships. This has resulted in
repeat business with our clients, referrals/
recommendations and excellent market feedback.
By knowing how you operate, we can tailor our service to
accommodate your needs. Whether that be offering an almost inhouse experience or an ad-hoc approach we are available to help our
clients at crucial stages of their requirements.
We are a delivery focussed agency that does not base our weekly/
monthly goals around KPI’s. This means we will be selective in who
and why we submit a candidate for your scrutiny. We will not canvas
you with tens of irrelevant CVs for you to wade through as at Sketch
Recruitment we believe this is not best practice nor respectful of our
clients time management.
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Microstation
AutoCAD

3Ds Max
Vectorworks

Navisworks

Revit
SketchUP

Vacancy coverage and placements
Sketch Recruitment’s experience covers, but is not limited to, placing candidates
in the following roles:
• Architects from newly qualified right through to board
Director/Partner level

• Urban Designers

• Architectural Assistants

• Interior Designers and Interior Architects from
junior right through to Director level

• Architectural Technicians/Technologists

• Workplace Consultants/Strategists

• Technical Coordinators/Technical Managers

• BIM Specialists

• Design Managers

• 3D Visualisation artists

• Project Managers

• Product/Industrial Designers

• Landscape Architects

• Graphic Designers

Aecosim

Photoshop

ArchiCAD

Grasshopper

Solidworks

Rhino

Illustrator
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Clients
We appreciate using a recruitment agency is
an expense and one we do not take lightly.
It is within our blueprint to ensure clients are completely
satisfied, have gained value for money and we have added
value to your recruitment process.

Who are our clients?
Sketch Recruitment work on behalf of a range of clients
from smaller specialist practices through to large multidisciplinary international companies who can boast the
design and delivery of some of the worlds most iconic
buildings in their repertoire.

Julian is the only recruiter who we have
worked with that repeatedly gets us
what we need. He sources only first class
candidates who fit the role. It’s refreshing
and a pleasure to receive such a personal
and tailored service.
Director (Developer)

We are more than happy to disclose upon request a
range of companies we have helped over the years to
demonstrate our experience.
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When partnering with an organisation we
will tailor our services to suit your needs.
Sketch Recruitment can be considered as an extension to
your resourcing team and can be relied upon to consider
you with highly desirable candidates we are representing
that suit your company profile.
We seek to understand a full briefing on your company,
candidates likely to be of interest and the intricacies of each
role in order to perform our service in the best possible
manner. Whilst aiming for results through our applications,
we do always encourage critique in order to successfully
deliver for our clients.
We are a delivery focussed agency that does not base our
weekly/monthly goals around KPI’s. This means we will be
selective in who and why we submit a candidate for your
scrutiny. We will not canvas you with tens of irrelevant
CVs for you to wade through which Sketch Recruitment
believe is not best practice nor respectful of our clients time
management.

Working with Sketch Recruitment has
been an absolute pleasure. Their personal
approach to understanding what skills we
require is a real plus. We look forward to
securing many more successful hires.
Managing Partner (AJ100 practice)
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Damon has worked with us across multiple locations in London,
Europe, Middle East and Asia and has successfully filled positions from
Architectural Assistant’s through to Director level. He is always the first
recruiter we would contact for our hiring needs.
Director of Architecture (AJ100 practice)

Sketch Recruitment approached us having never worked with either
Damon or Julian before. We found they really grasped what we looked for
in candidates and placed a handful of candidates in their first 6 months of
our relationship.
HR Manager (Architectural Practice)
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Candidate sourcing
Sketch Recruitment sources its candidates through multiple
avenues:
• Extensive database generated over years of industry experience
• Candidate referrals
• Paid advertising websites.
• Social media - LinkedIn and Twitter
• Direct approaching and headhunting (although never from an existing client base)
Sketch Recruitment have embraced the rise and importance
of social media in recruitment and have been ever present
on websites such as LinkedIn since 2007, meaning we have an
expansive network of professionals in the industry.
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Julian provides an excellent service – From the outset he took note of
my requirements and goals and provided honest feedback throughout
the entire process. He has helped me to find the right role to further
my career.
Qualified Architect (London)

I have worked with Julian before he established Sketch Recruitment
and during his new venture. He has helped me to secure positons that
matched my criteria exactly and has aided me to move forward in my
career. I cannot recommend him highly enough.
Interior Designer (London)
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Social media
We have built our network to over 20,000 connections and
growing.
This has facilitated our growth and success since our inception in 2014 and has
been paramount for establishing contact with passive candidates who wish to be
informed of requirements that fulfil the criteria set with us in order to make that
life changing move.
We have invested in the premium LinkedIn package which shows market
movements, patterns and people ‘open to opportunities’ which can allow for a
honed and targeted approach in line with the vacancies we gain when utilising this
method of sourcing.
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Damon has been an excellent recruiter who found me a great positon
with a company I have always held in high regard. He was in touch at
crucial parts of the process and gave good advice which helped me to
secure a great new positon.
Senior Architect/Associate (Asia)

Damon managed to secure me 3 interviews with good companies where
I received two offers and accepted the positon that really matched my
goals. I would recommend him to friends if they were looking for a new
position.
Associate Architect (London)
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Candidate vetting process
• Face to face meetings
• Telephone interviews
• Reference checking
• ID checks, eligibility to work in the UK
• Selective approach on who to submit where once the
relevant checks have been undertaken.
Through research and networking we seek to understand
peaks, troughs and uncertainty which steers us with our
candidate sourcing.
We have worked pre and post recession and successfully
elevated our careers throughout. Market factors can
dictate the supply and delivery of candidates into new
roles and therefore our methods and approach to
sourcing has and will continue to evolve alongside market
conditions.
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Sketch Recruitment are an equal opportunities recruitment
agency that encourage all job applicants irrespective of
race, ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation, marital status,
disability, age, illnesses, religion or beliefs.
Sketch Recruitment are committed to protecting your
privacy and ensuring personal data is handled with care.
We are fully GDPR compliant. For further information you
can request a copy of our privacy policy.
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Services to clients
Permanent and contract recruitment
• Contingency recruitment
• Retained search
• Salary guides
• Market & Competitor mapping
• Permanent and contract

Strive for
quality
Act with
integrity

Excel at
delivery

Take
responsibility
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The Team

Julian

Damon

Julian Robinson founded Sketch Recruitment in 2014 which
followed on from working at 3 other companies in the ten years
proceeding, all exclusive to Architecture & Design. Throughout
his career he has worked initially as a consultant learning the
role/market and progressed right through to building a division
from scratch, leading teams and managing a multi-disciplinary
team before embarking on his own venture with Sketch
Recruitment.

Damon Bowen-Ashwin brings over a decade of experience
in the Architecture, Design and property sectors. He is well
placed to service vacancies across the UK and abroad having
worked and lived extensively in the UK, Dubai and
Hong Kong throughout his career. Additionally he offers
relocation advice for those looking to move abroad or
return home having extensive experience and knowledge
within this field.

In his spare time you will find him playing and watching a
variety of sports, cooking, spending time with his family and
listening to a varied (sometimes embarrassing) music collection.

Outside of work, he enjoys spending time with friends and
family and can usually be found on a bike in the Surrey Hills
or skiing in the French alps.

Contact Julian on +44 (0) 207 078 0778

Contact Damon on +44 (0) 207 078 0777
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What separates us from
our peers
Irrespective of industry sector, successful
recruitment is based on the use of core
processes, methods/procedures and
organisation, and so with that in mind, what
separates us from our peers?
We believe our market knowledge is key, due to the extent of
experience we have gained in the Architecture & Design sectors. We
learn what skills, project styles/scale and personality traits suit our
clients and are very selective on who we present for each vacancy
requirement.
We perform thorough questioning to vet candidates and ensure
they meet client’s requirements from a skills and personality
perspective.
We are not a KPI driven business and therefore have nothing to
gain by submitting candidates that we know in our hearts stand
no chance of an interview; that is time wasting and can tarnish a
reputation we have carefully built over the years.
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Ultimately Sketch Recruitment is our name and
brand and therefore the work we undertake and
deliver can impact on our reputation.
As the business owners continuity of contact will remain as we are
committed to the maintenance and development of our brand.
We have heard from clients on countless occasions of how their
other recruitment relationships have diminished when their trusted
agent left the business or the industry. Sketch Recruitment are here
to stay and evolve with you.
We understand the importance of a personal relationship when it
comes to discussing your recruitment needs and understanding
your business and we are always on hand to support our clients on
an ongoing basis.
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Terms of business
Fees
We have standard terms of business available on request
for your review. We are more than happy to discuss how
our fee proposals can sit alongside your expectations and
existing fee arrangements.

Rebate periods
Sketch Recruitment offer a competitive rebate structure and
are always willing to discuss further flexibility against our
terms if someone leaves a position shortly after the rebate
period has expired. However we are committed to ensuring
this is the exception in our recruitment relationship.
Please get in touch to discuss fees further
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Contact us
If you wish to discuss anything pertaining to recruitment
and our service offering, please get in touch with: Julian Robinson 						
Director and Principal Recruiter 				
+44 (0) 207 078 0778 				
julian.robinson@sketchrecruitment.com 			

Damon Bowen-Ashwin
Director and Principal Recruiter 					
+44 (0) 207 078 0777
damon.bowen-ashwin@sketchrecruitment.com

General enquiries						
careers@sketchrecruitment.com		

sketchrecruitment.com

